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ABSTRACT Many companies have implemented their business processes in Web applications which
must be frequently adapted so as to stay aligned with new business process requirements. Service-oriented
architectures (SOAs) constitute an appropriate option to manage the continuous changes in those processes
by facilitating their alignment with the changing underlying system services. In this context, firms are trying
to migrate their Web applications to new software architectures such as SOAs. However, this migration
is usually carried out ad-hoc by means of non-reusable and error-prone manual processes. Similarly, the
alignment between the business processes and the underlying services identified is usually done by hand.
This work presents a model-driven semiautomatic approach to modernize legacy Web applications to SOAs.
The approach is focused on an automatic semantic process aimed at discovering the services that can
be used to implement the business processes (defined by the companies), then aligning these processes
with the underlying services. A semantic algorithm is provided to aid the migration architect during the
alignment process. The case study carried out shows that the alignment process results obtained by the
semantic algorithm presented in this paper are similar to those obtained by the experts manually. Finally,
SOA orchestration artifacts are generated from the semantic algorithm results.

INDEX TERMS LegacyWeb applications, service-oriented architecture, semantic algorithms, model-driven
techniques.

I. INTRODUCTION
Enterprise Web applications must be continuously adapted to
deal with the frequent modifications in business processes
due, among others, to changes related to company policies,
client requirements, relations with stakeholders, etc. [1].
However, most of these applications lack a flexible archi-
tecture that allows their quick adaptation to these changes
mainly because they are not usually alignedwith the company
business processes [2], [3]. In this context, Service Oriented
Architectures (SOAs) [4] came to the scene as an important
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paradigm to solve this problem by providing mechanisms
not only to publish and orchestrate services offered by
organizations but also to properly align them with the
company business processes [5].

Thus, in the context of Service Oriented Architectures
(SOA), Business Process Model and Notation (BPMN)
is used to describe and execute the companies business
processes. BPMN notation therefore creates a standardized
bridge for the gap between the business process design and
process implementation. In this sense, several tools allow
executing BPMN such as Bonita Soft,1 Apache Activiti,2

1https://www.bonitasoft.com/
2https://www.activiti.org/
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Camunda,3 etc. In order to do this, BPMN models should be
defined at a high operational level [6], that is, defined with a
high level of detail.

In that sense, there is a current trend in companies towards
the modernization of their Legacy Web Applications (LWAs)
to SOAs in order to obtain the benefits claimed by this
paradigm, namely interoperability, extensibility, modifiabil-
ity, reliability, availability, usability, scalability, adaptability,
and deployability [7] and minimize the costs of adapting their
systems to continual changes in business rules. However,
these modernizations are often defined as ad-hoc processes
which lead to expensive and error-prone projects [8], [9].
In other words, the industry requires formal and standardized
modernization or migration processes in order to reuse
redundant tasks appearing recurrently in these processes and
that must be defined once and again for each new project.
These migration processes must include an analysis of the
services offered, the implementation of the wrappers for
each service, the analysis of the business processes, and the
alignment with any previous service identified.

The alignment between business processes and the under-
lying services of the LWA is one of the most complex
task [5] of these processes. This task requires an exhaustive
search on service repositories to identify what services are
suitable to execute a specific business process task. So, this
alignment process requires checking each business process
task with each service signature in order to guarantee that
all the business process tasks can be suitability executed by
the underlying services. The more business process tasks and
services there are, the more effort is required.

Indeed, it is usually carried out by experts who must search
through large service repositories and services offered by
their legacy applications with the goal of identifying the
most suitable one for a particular business process task [8],
[10]–[12]. Note that SOAs may even integrate services that
are available on a global scale (external services such as
social networks services or services deployed in the cloud by
third-party companies) with services identified in the legacy
application. Therefore, the available information is wide and
difficult to compare, and hence the matching process is error
prone, which makes more obvious the need of an automatic
alignment processes to ease the management of both internal
service repositories and external services. In this context, the
MigraSOA project, based on Model-Driven techniques, was
proposed to modernize and adapt the software architectures
of LWAs to SOAs [13]–[15]. Specifically, an automatic
semantic process was used to automate the migration of
software. The final target was therefore the business process
execution which was finally composed of the business
process definition (BPMN models) and the underlying web
services (SOAP web services) obtained from the legacy web
application. The semantic algorithm proposed in the project
identified the best web services candidates to implement
each specific Service Task defined at the BPMN model.

3https://camunda.com/

Thus, it allowed defining the link between the business
processes and web services. However, two main limitations
were identified in this previous work and have been improved
in this work. These improvements are mainly related to the
semantic algorithm used during the alignment process and are
explained in more detail later on.

The BPMN specification [1], [16] includes several kinds
of tasks such as Manual, User, Script, or Service Task.

The BPMN models built by companies could be defined
in terms of several abstraction levels. Although over time
these levels have been named differently as descriptive or
final, analytic or operational, executable, etc. one of the
initial classifications of these levels was given in [17].
This work defined three levels of abstraction: (i) strategic
(covers the activities related to the goals, objectives and
policies of the organization), (ii) tactical (deals with
the attainment and efficient use of the resources of the
organization) and (iii) operational (procures the efficient and
effective execution of the specific tasks). Specifically, our
approach focuses on BPMNmodels defined at the operational
level [6]. This level is characterized by defining tasks, their
relationships and the data involved. Thus, our approach uses
Service Tasks defined in the BPMNmodels in order to invoke
the web services defined at the underlying service layer.

To do this, our approach performs the alignment between
the Service Tasks (extracted from the BPMN models that are
provided by the company) and the available web services
(extracted from the legacy web applications). From our point
of view, this alignment helps users to perform this task by
focusing on the semantic relationships between the defined
Tasks and the Services.

The main contributions of this paper, also with respect to
previous work, are the following:

• A new semantic algorithm has been proposed to align
business processes and the services layer offered by the
legacy web application.

• A metamodel called BP-WS has been introduced to
manage the alignment between business processes and
services.

• A model weaving and a model to text transformation
process have been defined in order to generate the SOA
orchestration code from the alignment process.

• A new validation of the process has been performed
based on a case study.

The rest of paper is structured as follows. Section II
analyses similar approaches and related work. Section III
briefly introduces the MigraSOA approach in order to
provide the background and make the paper self-contained.
Section IV deeply describes both the new algorithm for the
alignment between business processes and the underlying
services and the BP-WS metamodel to support the process.
Section V presents the results of applying the algorithm
to a case study. Section VI describes a model to text
transformation in order to generate the SOA orchestration
code from the alignment process. Section VII discusses
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implications whilst section VIII presents the main limitations
of our proposal. Finally, Section IX concludes the paper and
presents further work.

II. RELATED WORK
The concept of service discovery is related to processes
looking for a specific service in large service repositories
using concrete queries such as services name, parameters
name, etc. The alignment process is an extension of service
discovery because the information used by the service
discovery is given by the business processes. So both
concepts should be properly managed with the aim to
develop an alignment process from the business processes
to the underlying services in a SOA. In this context it is
interesting to identify in literature the service discovery
approaches that could be used as a basis to provide an
alignment process. Furthermore, services are usually defined
using code or service descriptions like WSDL [18] while
business processes are defined using well-known models like
BPMN [16]. Thus, a mechanism to manage both kinds of
artifacts is needed. In this sense, both services descriptions
and business processes descriptions could be managed as
models [16], [19]. In this way, works related with model
matching may be suitable to implement the alignment
process. They facilitate the identification of model elements
and relationships in each defined model. Thus, model
matching and model-driven technologies help SOA analysts
to tackle the complex relationships between both models,
focusing on essential information and leaving the specific
technology issues to be managed by model-transformations.

Both, service discovery and model matching usually
require a semantic analysis to improve the match perfor-
mance.

Thus, the first part of this section involves a general review
of semantic algorithms. Then, the second part of this section
looks at different approaches to develop a service discovery
process whose main goal is to find a suitable service in
a service repository. Finally, works on matching business
process models are considered. Both strategies must be taken
into account in order to obtain executable business processes.

A. SEMANTIC ALGORITHMS AND ONTOLOGY MAPPINGS
Ontology matching aims to solve semantic heterogene-
ity problems such as ambiguous entity names, different
entity granularity, incomparable categorization, and several
instances of different ontologies [20]. Thus, semantic algo-
rithms have been widely used to tackle several domain areas
as ontology evolution [21], ontology integration [22], data
integration [23] and data flow specifications (ETL jobs) [24].
Others have been applied on peer-to-peer information shar-
ing [25], composition and coordination of web services [26]
or ontologies comparison [27].

In order to achieve these goals several tools, techniques
and algorithms have been discussed in [20], [28]. These
reports [20], [28] sum up the ontology matching state of
the art and include the following information: edit distance,

I-SUB, V-Doc (Virtual Documents), Monger and Elkan
similarity measure, Jaccard index, Vector distance, Object
similarity, String equality, Winkler-based string metrics or
substrings, Wang and Ali algorithm, etc. Additionally, the
Ontology Alignment Evaluation Initiative (OAEI) [29]
organizes the evaluation of several ontology matching
systems. Specifically, different ontology matching systems
applied in defined test cases are compared. These test cases
can be based on ontologies of different levels of complexity
and use different evaluation modalities.

In [30] the authors analyse specifically the performance
of the string similarity metrics in the name-matching
tasks. They compare the performance of: i) string metrics
according to edit distance metrics such as Levenshtein,
Jaro-Winkler, Needleman-Wunsch, Smith-Waterman and
N-gram, ii) token-based distance metrics such as TFIDF,
Cosine, Jaccard index, and iii) hybrid metrics such as
Monge-Elkan measure. However, these algorithms do not
take into account semantic issues such as synonyms or
hyponyms which are common problems that should be
analysed and resolved. In this sense, in [20] the authors said
that only string similarity metrics do not provide good perfor-
mance for matching. So, to increase the performance, string
text processing techniques such as token-based techniques,
synonymy, hyponymy, abbreviation, stop word removal,
stemming and translation must be taken into account to align
the business processes tasks with the web services.

For instance, token-based distance algorithms such as
TFIDF (Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency) have
been widely used in long texts to data retrieval and generally
not as a measure of similarity, but to assess the relevance of a
term in a document. Nevertheless, although TFIDF vector-
space method is based on token-string algorithms, it can
also be enhanced by looking for synonyms, hyponyms and
hypernyms in WordNet. For instance, in [31] the TFIDF has
been extended to support the use of synonyms. However, this
algorithm is used to measure the relevance of a term in a
document.

On the other hand, algorithms such as [27], [32]–[35]
tackle the semantic similarity of terms based on WordNet
or specific dictionaries. They are based on ontologies and
hierarchical semantic knowledge, defining direct relations
among elements and taken into account the path to achieve
a specific concept. However, business process information
and web services information usually do not have informa-
tion related to hierarchical semantic knowledge. So, these
algorithms could be adapted to be applied to align business
processes tasks and the information technology offered by
SOAP web services.

B. SERVICE DISCOVERY APPROACHES
In the work of Perin-Souza and Rabelo [36], a service
discovery process is defined, taking into account the context
of the application of the business processes, and including
several non-functional requirements such as quality of
service. The proposed service discovery process involves a
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semantic algorithm whose inputs are: (i) services defined
in WSDL/UDDI (Universal Description, Discovery, and
Integration) or federated services, (ii) business processes
defined by the UBL (Universal Business Language) ontology,
and (iii) a search string related to the service being searched
for. The process returns a list of candidate services that
perform semantic matching with the UBL and QoS (Quality
of Service) match functions. However, on the one hand, the
authors do not provide information about how the semantic
matching is carried out from business processes to services
defined in the services repository. On the other hand, it should
be noted that non-functional information is not always
available for each service.

Others approaches to implement service discovery can
include: i) a simple keyword-based and category-based
search on UDDI; ii) identifying with Woogle [37] in
WSDL (Web Services Description Language) artifacts that
recommend similar services; iii) or the specialized framework
proposed by Hatzi et al. [38] to retrieve services in
both WSDL and OWL-S (Web Ontology Language for
Services) standards by extending and adapting the TF-
IDF (Term Frequency–Inverse Document Frequency) model.
Other approaches base themselves on semantic languages:
OWLS-MX (hybrid matchmaker for OWL-S services) [39].
In the work of Hobold and Siqueira [40], SAWSDL
(Semantic Annotations for WSDL) semantic annotations are
used to automatically find service compositions. However,
these approaches have the drawback that, since semantic
Web services are not widely extended, many Web service
repositories do not consider semantic Web services.

The authors Li et al. [41] address the automation of the
process of analysing and ranking services to retrieve those
most closely related to the query. They analyse the features
describing the functional attributes of Web services, and
propose a probabilistic framework and Web service retrieval
model. Since the work does not take into account specific
parameters, data types, or order, it is unsuitable for the
alignment of business process tasks and the Web services,
although it could be used to recommend Web services on the
basis of a user query. Wang et al. [42] apply some algorithms
to extract common topic groups fromWeb service description
documents. These common topic groups are used in order
to minimize the number of candidate Web services during
the process of Web service discovery. The algorithms used
in this work are: (i) Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [43],
used to extract unobserved groups that explain why some
parts of the documents are similar, (ii) Correlated Topic
Model (CTM) [44], for modeling relations between topics
by replacing theDirichlet distributionwith the logistic normal
distribution and (iii) the Biterm TopicModel (BTM) [45], for
dealing with the short message problem.

The SWSD framework [46] proposes a keyword-based
discovery process forWeb service searching. The services are
described using semantically enriched annotations. It makes
intensive use of natural language processing techniques and
a WordNet-based [47] similarity measure to match keywords

(using ontology-based semantic matching algorithms). How-
ever, ontologies are not widely used, and the services
defined do not normally include semantic annotations.
Chen et al. [48] present a novel semantic similarity measure,
SIMCR, for semantic Web service discovery. This similarity
measure takes into account different conceptual relationships
in ontologies such as is-a, has-a and antonomy. This semantic
similarity of terms is measured (as in the previous work) on
the basis of generic WordNet ontology.

Finally, Leopold et al. [49] focus on service identification
from business process model repositories. They do not align
business processes and services, but they define an automatic
service derivation process to identify candidate services.
To this purpose, they define a semantic algorithm using
BabelNet [50] to manage the word senses defined at business
processes labels. Related with the business processes, they
should be defined at an operational level [6] which includes
whole information of each task. Our objective is not to
identify potential services from the business processes, but
to align the business processes and the underlying services
layer already implemented.

Tibermacine et al. [51] propose an identification process
of web service substitutes for healing failed web service
orchestrations based on the measurement of similarity
between service interfaces. Specifically, they consider the
substitution of one service by another or other several
services. They use WSDL interface description to obtain
the information of a failed web service then search in a
service pool (web services candidates) that offer the same
or related functionalities. They use a filtering algorithm
that exploits the similarity assessment technique proposed
in [52] where the authors use different structure and semantic
similarity metrics to conduct a similarity assessment between
different WSDL parts (operation, messages, parameters,
type, etc.).

Table 1 summarizes the works studied that are related to
service discovery. Each work has been studied from several
points of view: i) The service discovery is based on services
defined using WSDL; ii) The service discovery manages
Semantic Web Services; iii) The service discovery uses a
Semantic Algorithm; iv) The service discovery facilitates the
Business Process Alignment; v) The service discovery takes
into account Non-functional Properties.

MigraSOA [13] allows to describe the services using
well-known service description languages (WSDL) while
the business processes are defined using BPMN. The
alignment process includes a semantic algorithm which will
be presented in next section.

C. USING MODEL MATCHING TO IMPLEMENT
SERVICE DISCOVERY
On the one hand, the business processes are defined using
Business Process Model Notation (BPMN) models and,
on the other hand, a conceptual representation of the under-
lying services defined using WSDL could be obtained [13].
Thus, model-driven techniques could be applied with the aim
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TABLE 1. Comparison of works related to service discovery (X means ‘‘fully covered’’ and − means ‘‘partially covered‘‘).

to manage both kinds of models. Each model is based on
a specific metamodel, however, model transformations and
model matching could be defined with the aim to tackle
the technology complexity, focusing on the relationships
between model elements. As a consequence, works related
with model matching can help us to develop the alignment
process using model-driven techniques. It must be taken
into account that both models (BP and services models) are
conformed to different metamodels and defined at different
abstraction levels.

Pietsch et al. [53] present a work where they emphasize
the potential importance of semantic algorithms to support
BPMN model comparison. They also identify a group of
general matching problems (move, rename, etc. applied to
elements) in model comparison algorithms that deliver low
quality results. They describe applications in two research
projects, and present examples working in BPMN. The
operators (move, rename, move renamed, exchange location,
update target reference) used in this approach do not allow
any service discovery to be defined due to they are very
basic operators to manage models. Alanen and Porres [54]
calculate the difference between models conforming to the
same metamodel, and describe a merging algorithm based
on a set of operations (add, delete, modify, etc. applied to
elements in the model) performed on the original model
and producing a target model. Primarily, the algorithm lacks
any semantic basis, and the operators used are applied to
models based on the same metamodel. Kolovos et al. [55]
provide an overview of the existing approaches to identifying
matching model elements. They emphasize the importance
of considering the semantics of the modeling language to
improve the accuracy of the results.

Shahzad et al. [56] use five word-level WordNet semantic
similarity measures (Resnik [33], Jiang and Conrath [57],
Leacock and Chodorow [58], Lin et al. [35] and Wu and
Palmer [59] similarity) and three sentence-level aggregation
techniques (Greedy Pairing [60], Optimal Matching [61]

and Quadratic Assignment Problem [62]) to evaluate the
effectiveness of different combinations in the context of
Process Model Matching (PMM). They also emphasize
the importance of considering the semantics on PMM.
Meilicke et al. [63] address the problem of the varying
performance of individual process model matching tech-
niques. To this end, they introduce a matching approach that
uses the correspondences generated by a set of matchers as
input. The authors highlight that more complex semantic
relations are required to express interesting links between
activities. To do that, it would be necessary to support
different semantic relations (for example, relations with
relation-specific cardinality constraints).

We agree with the use of semantic operators to carry out
the model matching because business-process and service
models may be defined on the basis of different metamodels
(and probably with different terminology) even when they are
both defined on the same domain.

Maoz et al. [64] develop semantic diff operators for
comparison of models conforming to the same metamodel.
Theyworkwith BPMN andworkflow examples, and use their
own modeling language and semantic domain. This is similar
to the present work except that we use models conforming
to different metamodels. Xing and Stroulia [65] proposes
UMLDiff, a general framework for model comparison. Like
our work, Xing uses an index (the Jaccard coefficient) to
measure the similarity between sets of words. However,
we use a semantic basis to improve the similarity measure
in our algorithm.

As a summary, although our approach also performs
matching between models (BPMN models and a represen-
tation of the underlying services denominated the Simple-
SoaML model), it does so without imposing the requirement
that the models are defined at the same level of abstraction.
This is the reason why a semantic approach is needed to align
individual elements between models, and to develop a service
discovery system.
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TABLE 2. Comparison of works related to model matching.

FIGURE 1. Overview of the migration of Web applications to SOA processes.

Table 2 summarizes the works studied that are related to
model matching, and how those approaches allow similar
elements among models to be identified. Each work has been
studied taking into account the following features: i) The
artifacts used to CompareAlignment; ii) The mechanism used
to Matching Process or Analysing Entities.

The above review of related work has shown that the
main open research issues in this context concern matching
of models that are based on different metamodels. The use
of semantic algorithms in implementing model matching
makes it possible to align associated concepts with each
other. Moreover, for service models in particular, neither non-
functional properties nor semantic Web service descriptions
(OWL-S or similar) have any place in the definition of the
service layer. Thus, the service models used in the service
discovery process should have common, WSDL-based,
service descriptions which could be found in anyWeb service
repository.

III. AN OVERVIEW OF THE MigraSOA APPROACH
To make the paper self-contained, this section provides a
brief overview of the main steps defined in the MigraSOA
approach [13] in order to carry out the proposed moderniza-
tion process from legacyweb applications to ServiceOriented

Architectures (SOA). These steps are depicted in Figure 1 and
they are the following:

a. Reverse engineering. This step represents the starting
point of the approach (identified as (a) in Figure 1) and is
based on the application of reverse engineering techniques
to the company’s LWAs (1, . . . , n) to extract a model-
based specification from them. This step reuses the re-
engineering methods and tools previously developed in
the MIGRARIA project [2], [3] to obtain this conceptual
representation of the services offered by the legacy Web
sites. The result is a set of technology-specific models
that are then processed to obtain an integrated technology-
independent model that conforms to a metamodel denom-
inated MIGRARIA_MVC [2].

b. Service identification and service layer code generation.
This step (identified as (b) in Figure 1) also uses
reengineering techniques to obtain new models from the
WAs where the different services identified are labelled.
This step is of utmost importance for the approach
since the appropriate service identification allows to
create the service layer. The model obtained in this
step (named Simple-SoaML) conforms to the Simple-
SoaMLmetamodel that represents the underlying services
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identified. The Simple-SoaML model is used to define
a model-to-text transformation to automatically generate
the code for the underlying service layer. In other words,
this generation provides an interoperable layer to interact
with the core legacy website functionality [13], [66].
The service layer generated is based on SOAP web
services [18], [67], [68] where each web service includes
its own WSDL (Web Service Description Language).
Note that ‘‘a Web service is a software system designed
to support interoperable machine-to-machine interaction
over a network. It has an interface described in a machine-
processable format (specifically WSDL). Other systems
interact with the Web service in a manner prescribed by
its description using SOAP-messages, typically conveyed
using HTTP with an XML serialization in conjunction
with other Web-related standards’’ [69].

c. Aligning business processes with the underlying services.
The aim to this step (identified as (c) in Figure 1) is to
align the new business processes that the company has
identified and the service layer generated in the previous
step. This step is represented in Figure 1 by the Service
discovery algorithm 4 that takes as inputs: i) the company’s
business process models, defined by the company in
BPMN notation, ii) the Simple-SoaML model obtained
in step (b) representing the underlying services and iii) a
semantic dictionary used in the aligning process (it will be
described in section IV-C). As previously mentioned, this
process is based on a semantic algorithm and it provides
two types of possible outcomes: i) business process tasks
already aligned with discovered services, and ii) business
process tasks that have not been aligned with any service
yet. Both types of tasks are included in a model called
BP-WS (described in section IV-E) in which the relations
between business process tasks and these services are
represented.

d. Service orchestration code generation. The service orches-
tration layer is obtained by a model weaving process
which weaves the BPMN and the BP-WS model obtained
in step (c) [15]. The result of this weaving is a new
model denominated Extended BPMN Model. This model
integrates the original BPMN models with the aligned
services, concretely, the BPMN models are updated by
introducing into them the suitable XML code to invoke the
target services. In addition, a model to text transformation
from this BP-WS model generates the Java classes that
wrap each service invocation from the specific BPMS.
As a consequence, these new BPMN models could be
executed by a BPMS (BPM Suite). In our case, these
models are executed by Apache Activiti [70].
As previously mentioned, this paper focuses on step (c)

in Figure 1 where an alignment process is designed using
a semantic service discovery algorithm. In this step (c),

4Note that while service identification refers to the identification of
the services offered by the underlying Web application, service discovery
algorithm refers to the automatic matching and alignment between these
services and the business processes.

two main limitations identified in previous work [13]–[15]
and introduced in section I have been overcome: i) the
alignment process core, the semantic algorithm, proposed
in [14], [66] compared directly the labels of the business
process tasks with the web service method signature, without
taking into account additional relationships like number
of common synonyms or main name in synonyms which
could be measured; ii) there were not specific tools with
an enough high abstraction degree to support the alignment
information obtained. The former has been solved by
extending the semantic algorithm presented in [32] so that
a new algorithm has been introduced in the approach. To deal
with the latter, a metamodel called BP-WS to relate business
process models and web service models is defined. It allows
managing the alignment information at a high abstraction
level, facilitating the use of model driven technologies (model
to text transformations) in MigraSOA step (d).

Thus, this work takes as starting point the results obtained
by the two first steps and it assumes that the process of
identifying the services from the LWA has been properly
carried out [13]. In addition, step (d) in Figure 1 is described
in Section VI.

Note that SOA systems are usually defined based on four
different layers (business processes, composite services, low
level services (or atomic services ) and business systems
(legacy systems) [71], [72]. Low-level services typically
define the underlying service layer that interacts directly with
the legacy systemwhile composite services are services based
on low-level services. In MigraSOA [13] the underlying
services layer is automatically obtained from the legacy
system, so in this approach the four traditional layers are
reduced to three: business processes, services layer and
business systems (legacy systems). As a consequence, the
business processes are aligned with these low-level services.
Next, we describe how to identify the underlying services
layer and to generate its implementation.

A. CASE STUDY TO ILLUSTRATE THE MIGRATION PROCESS
In order to illustrate the process, a case study has been used
that will drive the explanation throughout the paper. This
case study is based on a Web application that implements
a Conference Review System (CRS) as set out in the
First International Workshop on Web-Oriented Software
Technology5 where it was used as a common system for
illustrating all the approaches presented.

Thus, the main functionality of the application is the
creation and maintenance of the different entities needed
to manage a conference reviewing processes, such as
conferences, subjects, and tracks which are related to papers,
reviewers, etc. Obviously the management of these entities
include all the typical operations related to them, for instance
creating, updating, reading, or deleting elements as well as
accepting or rejecting papers.

5http://users.dsic.upv.es/ west/iwwost01/
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TABLE 3. Basic writing-task rules used to model business processes.

We selected the CRS Web application as our case study
because it has the following characteristics:

• It offers multiple services (conference management,
paper management, author management, etc.).

• It is a data-driven application.
• It was developed using Struts 1.x, a well known
and widely used Model-View-Controller (MVC)
framework.

After applying the first two steps (a (of the MIGRARIA
approach) and b) to the case study, the obtained results
are: on the one hand, an underlying web services layer is
generated offering services to manage conferences, subjects,
tracks, papers and reviewers; on the other hand, a Simple-
SoaMLmodel conforms to a Simple-SoaMLmetamodel [13]
is obtained which represents the web services defined from a
model-based perspective. The obtained web services should
be used for the implementation of the company business
processes. However, the implementation of these services
requires the alignment process that will be described in the
next sections.

IV. ALIGNMENT OF BUSINESS PROCESSES WITH THE
SERVICE LAYER USING A SEMANTIC SERVICE
DISCOVERY ALGORITHM
This section shows the alignment process defined in the
MigraSOA approach. By this process, the Simple-SoaML
model and the business processes obtained by the previous
steps in the approach are matched. So, the alignment process
uses the business processes provided by the company.
However, the alignment process could be also considered as
an interesting opportunity to improve the business processes
of the company by adapting them to new requirements or
just improving them by incorporating new functionality.
For example, the company could make adaptations to its
original business processes adding activities related to social
networks, such as Twitter or Facebook.

Before the alignment process is explained, the next
subsection describes some rules that should be considered in
order to obtain better results.

A. BUSINESS PROCESSES BASIC WRITING RULES
Since business processes can be modeled by different people
in a company, our approach proposes some basic writing-task
rules for unifying the style in modeling business processes,

as it is also suggested in [73]. These writing-task rules
mainly define how to write the expressions describing tasks,
parameters, and gateways. They are summarized in Table 3.
These kinds of style rules are usually established by software
factories where many people collaborate in the development
of business processes. For example, in business processes the
labels are usually built by two words: an action followed
by an object [73]. Although business processes developers
can define any element proposed in BPMN specification
such as Tasks, Gateways, Objects, Messages, etc. [16], we
should also mention that the alignment process only takes
into account the tasks of Service type, excluding those that
are Manual or User type.

B. CASE STUDY REVISITED
Following the rules defined in the previous subsection,
Figures 2 and 3 show the BPMN models defined for the
Create conference and Get conference processes of our case
study respectively. Note that these business processes have
been modeled at an operational level, that is with a high
degree of detail [6].

To illustrate the different activities involved in the align-
ment process, some specific parts of the BPMN models
shown in Figures 2 and 3 are used. In particular, we focus on
how to align the Create Conference and Obtain Conference
tasks (marked by a rectangle in the diagrams) with specific
services. This activity is performed by discovering services in
the layer which could implement the functionality defined in
those tasks. The Create Conference business process model is
defined to create a newConference checking if the conference
exists before create it.

C. A SEMANTIC DICTIONARY FOR THE DOMAIN
To carry out the alignment process, the semantic algorithm,
that will be later described, is based on the use of a semantic
dictionary. This dictionary complements the inputs of the
algorithm, which consist of: (i) the semantic dictionary,
(ii) the Simple-SoaML model and (iii) the business process
model defined.

The semantic dictionary6 defines the binding among a
term and its related terms within a domain. The main
advantage of using a semantic dictionary is that it helps
developers and analysts to define BPMN models using a

6https://goo.gl/K8gHdf
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FIGURE 2. BPMN diagram representing the Create Conference process (including the Create Conference task).

FIGURE 3. BPMN diagram representing the Get Conference process (including the Obtain Conference task).

common language. It is worth to mention that a general
purpose dictionary would not provide enough expressiveness
to describe the relationship among terms for a concrete
domain (e.g. synonyms or meronyms are not usually defined
on general dictionaries) and this is why a domain-based one
is used. Concretely, the semantic dictionary for the particular
domain is defined by business process analysts and domain
experts so that the relations taken into account in the design
of the semantic dictionary are those due to not only terms’
closeness in accordance with the domain but also synonymy,
hyponymy, meronymy or abbreviations. As an example,
related to the term conference, the semantic dictionary stores
synonymous terms (such as seminar or symposium) but also
concepts with other semantic relations (meronyms such as
workshop, hyponyms such asmeeting, and abbreviations such
as conf).

Additionally, in the case of our particular domain, the
content of the semantic dictionary has been subjected to
a validation process by an expert judgement.7 In this
validation process, two different aspects were evaluated:
(i) the suitability of the inclusion of each term in the
dictionary, and (ii) the proper inclusion of the different
synonyms for each term.

D. A SEMANTIC SERVICE DISCOVERY ALGORITHM
One of the Service Discovery goals is to improve the search
and discovery of services deployed in a system, which are
registered on a repository, for instance in a service registry or
as in our case, the underlying services deployed in the system
and registered in a model. The way to improve searching

7https://sites.google.com/site/migrasoa/crs-case-study/crs-validation
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services involves the semantic issues that can be found on the
services interfaces syntax. Thus, using semantic algorithms
to measure the similarity of concepts is the key element
in a service discovery approach because the same concepts
could be defined using other words. As a consequence,
we need to implement algorithms that tackle the semantic
similarity of terms. For instance, [27], [32]–[35] are based
on ontologies and hierarchical semantic knowledge, defining
direct relations between elements and taking into account the
path to achieve a specific concept. However, these algorithms
should be adapted to be applied to align business processes
tasks with the information technology offered by SOAP web
services because of the business process information and the
web services information do not usually offer information
related to hierarchical semantic knowledge.

In [74] a semantic comparison between ontologies based
onWordNet was carried out. The authors identified theDieng
and Hug algorithm [32] and the Wang et al. algorithm [27]
as suitable semantic algorithms candidates to comparing
ontologies. In [14] we proposed a service discovery using
a semantic algorithm based on [27]. In the work [66],
we extended the semantic algorithm proposed in [14] to
take into account the possible semantic incompatibilities that
could arise between business process tasks and web services
(incompatibilities between their names, parameters and entire
signatures have been taken into account). The algorithm was
also validated using a case study related to the University
context. In this paper, as a paper contribution we have made
an optimization of our semantic algorithm (the original and
extended algorithm) [14], [66] using an adaptation of [32] to
take into account hierarchical relationships between business
process tasks andweb services. Later onwe sumup the results
obtained with both algorithms.

Thus, in this work the semantic service discovery algorithm
is optimized using an extension of a previously presented
semantic algorithm [32] (henceforth, the Dieng-Hug algo-
rithm). This algorithm was originally designed for helping
a knowledge engineer to build a common ontology based
on several experts’ personal ontologies that are represented
using the Sowa’s conceptual graph formalism [75]. In order to
determine the similarity between the concepts of each ontol-
ogy based on their synonyms and hierarchical relationships,
the algorithm uses two concept hierarchies: Hier1 and Hier2.
Based on these hierarchies, the identification process defined
by the algorithm has two phases:

Phase 1 Terminology-based identification. This phase uses
the names to compare any type of Hier1 with any
type of Hier2.

Phase 2 Context-based identification. This phase uses the
context in the hierarchy of two concepts, i.e., their
‘‘relatives’’ such as direct supertypes and subtypes,
in order to determine whether they are representing
the same concept or not.

The original algorithm has been modified to be adapted to
a modernization process and its specific features. We denote

by T the set of N business process tasks: T = {Ti}Ni=1 =
{T1, . . . ,TN }, in which Ti denotes the i-th task of the set T ,
and we denote as S the set of M services: S =

{
Sj
}M
j=1 =

{S1, . . . , SM } , in which Sj denotes the j-th service of the setS.
In that sense, the algorithm is adapted to compare each task
and its set of synonyms identified in the business processes
(as the first set of terms) with each identified service and
its set of synonyms (as the second set of terms). The set of
synonyms of a term t is composed by those terms that are
related to t according to the different relationships considered
in the dictionary.

Moreover, since business process tasks (represented in
accordance with the writing-task rules given in Table 3)
and services (modelled in Simple-SoaML) are frequently
identified by composite words, the process needs to identify
each word and assign it a specific weight in order to properly
apply the algorithm. As an example, the createSymposium
service could be divided into two words: create (action)
and Symposium (data-object). This is one of the main
characteristics that should be adapted in the Dieng-Hug
algorithm [32] in order to apply it to business processes.
So, in our version of the Dieng-Hug algorithm the concepts
should be tokenized to manage individually the semantic
comparisons. Then a deep description about the Dieng-Hug
algorithm adaptation is carried out.

As aforementioned, we apply the Phase 1 of the algo-
rithm [32] using as hierarchies the terms of our two data
sets (business process tasks and identified services). Note that
the application of Phase 2 of the algorithm (context-based
identification) is limited in our domain since the concepts
defined in a BPMN model are at the same semantic level.
In Phase 1, the algorithm identifies which terms of the two
data sets are ‘‘similar’’ according to their main names and
their sets of synonyms. Given the business process task set,
T = {Ti}Ni=1 = {T1, . . . ,TN } , and the service set S ={
Sj
}M
j=1 = {S1, . . . , SM }, we divide the names of tasks and

services into actions and objects. Thus, let ATi be the action
of a task Ti ∈ T and OT

i the object of a task Ti ∈ T . Let
also ASj be the action of a service Sj ∈ S and OS

j the object
of a service Sj ∈ S.
Then, for every task Ti where i = 1, . . . ,N , and for every

service Sj where j = 1, . . . ,M we provide the following
definitions:
1) The name of a task Ti ∈ T is: name(Ti).
2) The number of business process tasks is given by the

cardinality of the set T : Card(T ) =| T |= N .
3) Let ATi be an action for a task Ti ∈ T . The set

of the synonyms of ATi is the following: Syn(ATi ) ={
Sy1(ATi ), . . . , SyLi (A

T
i )
}
.

The number of synonyms of ATi for a task Ti
is given by the cardinality of the set Syn(ATi ):
Card(Syn(ATi )) = Li.

4) Let OT
i be an object for a task Ti ∈ T . The set

of the synonyms of OT
i is the following: Syn(OT

i ) ={
Sy1(OT

i ), . . . , SyLi (O
T
i )
}
.
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The number of synonyms of OT
i for a task Ti

is given by the cardinality of the set Syn(OT
i ):

Card(Syn(OT
i )) = L i.

5) The set of synonyms of a task Ti is the following union:
Syn(Ti) = Syn(ATi )

⋃
Syn(OT

i ).
6) The name of a service Sj ∈ S is: name(Sj).
7) The number of services is given by the cardinality of the

set S: Card(S) =| S |= M .
8) Let ASj be an action for a service Sj ∈ S. The set

of the synonyms of ASj is the following: Syn(ASj ) ={
Sy1(ASj ), . . . , SyRj (A

S
j )
}
.

The number of synonyms of ASj for a service Sj is given
by the cardinality of the set Syn(ASj ): Card(Syn(A

S
j )) =

Rj.
9) Let OS

j be an object for a service Sj ∈ S. The set of
the synonymous of OS

j is the following: Syn(OS
j ) ={

Sy1(OS
j ), . . . , SyRj (O

S
j )
}
.

The number of synonyms of OS
j for a service Sj is given

by the cardinality of the set Syn(OS
j ): Card(Syn(O

S
j )) =

Rj.
10) The set of the synonymous of a service Sj is the

following union: Syn(Sj) = Syn(ASj )
⋃

Syn(OS
j ).

11) The number of synonyms common to a task Ti and a
service Sj is given by the intersection:
Card(Syn(Ti)

⋂
Syn(Sj)).

To determine the similarity between a task Ti ∈ T and
a service Sj ∈ S, three criteria are taken into account. A
function T ∗ S → N is defined and an associated weight
(a real number) is assigned for each criterion, as will be
explained below. Since each Ti and Sj contains an action
and an object, we added the assignment of a configurable
weight to the identified action and another to the data-
object on which the action is performed. These weights are
denominated aw and ow, respectively. Initially, we assign
a higher weight to the object because synonyms of actions
are only considered when they are followed by objects
that belong to the same set of synonyms. For instance,
in the comparison between the Create Conference and
createPaper terms, the create actions are not considered to
be synonyms (since they are applied to objects that are not
synonyms).
• Criterion 1. Same main name (SMN). Ti and Sj have
the same main name: name(Ti) = name(Sj). Given that
we divide the names of tasks and services into two parts
(actions and objects), we added a condition that also
checks and takes into account whether they are exactly
the same action or the same object.

SMN (Ti, Sj) =


1, if name(Ti) = name(Sj)
aw, if ATi = ASj
ow, if OT

i = OS
j

0, otherwise,

with aw ∈ [0, 1] and ow ∈ [0, 1].

In this criterion, if task’s name is identical to service’s
name, the value obtained is the maximum, that is, 1.
Otherwise, if only the actions or objects are identical,
the value obtained by the algorithm is the maximum
value between ow or aw. As we said before, we usually
assign a higher weight to the object, therefore, the value
obtained will normally be ow. However, note that it
could be possible to obtain the value of aw when aw is
higher than ow.

• Criterion 2 Number of common synonyms (NCS).
In the original Dieng-Hug algorithm the number of
common synonyms of Ti and Sj (i.e., the intersection of
their synonyms) must be greater than a given threshold
th (defined taking into account the mean value of
synonyms for the terms of the dictionary). Given that
we divide the names of tasks and services into two
parts (actions and objects), we added a condition that
also checks and takes into account the number of
common synonyms of the action and the object in
each Ti and Sj (i.e., in ATi , OT

i , ASj and OS
j ). The

threshold we used is the arithmetic mean because this
measure represents the mean value of the synonyms
of all terms since the dictionary has approximately
the same number of synonyms for each term. The
domain expert could also manually introduce this
threshold.
To define the next function, NCS(Ti, Sj), and to cal-
culate the number of common synonyms between Ti
and Sj, we have adapted the original algorithm and
used the separated sets of synonyms of Ti and Sj
respectively.
Therefore, we have defined this function, NCS(Ti, Sj) as
follows:
If |Syn(ATi ) ∩ Syn(A

S
j )|+ |Syn(O

T
i ) ∩ Syn(O

S
j )|

≤ th, we will say that NCS(Ti, Sj) = 0. Otherwise:

NCS(Ti, Sj) =



1, if (ATi = ASj or ATi ∈ Syn(A
S
j ))

and
(OT

i = OS
j or OT

i ∈ Syn(O
S
j ))

aw, if ATi = ASj or ATi ∈ Syn(A
S
j )

ow, if OT
i = OS

j or OT
i ∈ Syn(O

S
j ).

• Criterion 3, Main name in synonyms (MNIS). In the
original Dieng-Hug algorithm this function is defined
as: 1 if the main name of one term belongs to the set
of synonyms of the other term: name(Ti) ∈ Syn(Sj) ∨
name(Sj) ∈ Syn(Ti), or 0 otherwise. Given again
that tasks name and services name are divided into
actions and objects, we have made two adaptations to
the original algorithm. Firstly, we have used again the
separated sets of synonyms of Ti and Sj. Secondly,
we have added a condition that also checks whether they
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are exactly the same action or the same object in Ti
and Sj.

MNIS(Ti, Sj)

=



1, if ((ATi ∈ Syn(A
S
j ) and A

S
j ∈ Syn(A

T
i ))

and
(OT

i ∈ Syn(O
S
j ) and O

S
j ∈ Syn(O

T
i )))

or
(ATi = ASj and OT

i = OS
j )

aw, if ATi = ASj
or
(ATi ∈ Syn(A

S
j ) and A

S
j ∈ Syn(A

T
i ))

ow, if OT
i = OS

j

or
(OT

i ∈ Syn(O
S
j ) and O

S
j ∈ Syn(O

T
i )).

The semantic similarity function SS : T ∗ S → R
calculates the similarity factor between a term of T and a term
of S, in accordance with the following formula:

SS(Ti, Sj) = RMN ∗ SMN (Ti, Sj)

+RCS ∗ NCS(Ti, Sj)

+RMNIS ∗MNIS(Ti, Sj),

RMN , RCS and RMNIS ∈ [0 1] are the weight
associated with the functions SMN (Ti, Sj), NCS(Ti, Sj) and
MNIS(Ti, Sj), respectively.RMN, RCS and RMNIS are values
manually introduced by the domain expert. Therefore, the
maximum value of similarity between a term of T and a
term of S is the sum of the weights associated with the three
functions (i.e., RMN , RCS, and RMNIS). We considered as
optimal the values that are higher than the 80% [76] of the
maximum value. We have normalized the maximum value of
the sum of RMN , RCS, and RMNIS so that RMN + RCS
+ RMNIS is 1. For instance, if the result of the previous
addition were 0.9, then the optimal values would be those
between 0.72 (80% of 0.9) and 0.9. In other words, optimal
values are those which allow results similar to those obtained
by a manual alignment. However, in order to select the most
suitable weights for RMN, RCS and RMNIS, a proof analysis
was performed considering several case studies and varying
these values. As an example, values lower than 80% of the
maximum value imply an increment of false positives in our
case study. This 80% has been successfully used in [76].

The results of the similarity function are stored by the
Dieng-Hug algorithm in a similaritymatrix denominatedDH-
SM, with Card(T ) rows (number of terms in the business
process tasks set) and Card(S) columns (number of terms
in the services set), so that the i-th row and j-th column of
this matrix contains the value DH − SM i,j = SS(Ti, Sj), i.e.,
the index of similarity given by the Dieng-Hug algorithm

TABLE 4. Example result of alignment between the Create Conference
task and the createSymposium service (weights: RMN = 0.8, RCS = 1,
RMNIS = 0.8).

TABLE 5. Example result of alignment between the Obtain Conference
task and the getSymposium service (weights: RMN = 0.8, RCS = 1,
RMNIS = 0.8).

between each business process task and each service of the
service layer.

As an example, the values of the SMN (Ti, Sj),NCS(Ti, Sj),
and MNIS(Ti, Sj) functions for the Create Conference task
and createSymposium service are listed in Table 4 (with the
weights: RMN = 0.8, RCS = 1, and RMNIS = 0.8), and the
corresponding index of similarity

(i.e., SS(Create Conference, createSymposium) or
DH − SMCreate Conference, createSymposium is 0.83.
Table 5 lists the values of the SMN (Ti, Sj), NCS(Ti, Sj),

and MNIS(Ti, Sj) functions for the Obtain Conference task
and getSymposium service (with the weights: RMN = 0.8,
RCS = 1, and RMNIS = 0.8), and the corresponding index
of similarity

(i.e., SS(Obtain Conference, getSymposium) or DH −
SMObtain Conference,getSymposium is 0.81.

All these results will be deeply discussed in Section 5
where we present an analysis and validation of the results
obtained by the algorithm.

E. THE OUTPUT OF THIS PHASE: BP-WS MODEL
The data obtained from the DH-SM matrix contain the basis
information for creating a model that relates other two ones:
Simple-SoaML and BPMN. Therefore, the output of the
phase c in Figure 1 is a model conform with the BP-WS
metamodel (see Figure 4) which stores the relationships
between business processes and the underlying service layer.

The main reasons for obtaining the BP-WS model are:
(i) it represents the alignment process result stored as
ECore model, allowing model-driven techniques and tools
to be used; (ii) the model obtained can be queried using
OCL (Object Constraints Language) [77], an OMG (Object
Management Group) specification widely used to manage,
look up, or define and validate constraints on models; and
(iii) other tools based on model-to-text transformations (e.g.
based on Acceleo [78]) could be used to generate code for
a specific technology, in our case, the code is generated
for a specific Business Process Execution engine as Apache
Activiti.

Figure 4 shows an excerpt of the BP-WS metamodel
where some concepts related to the Simple-SoaML or BPMN
metamodels may be also identified. In particular:

• Task refers to the element with the same name in the
BPMN metamodel.
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FIGURE 4. BP-WS metamodel.

• Service refers to this element in the Simple-SoaML
metamodel.

• Alignment and AlignmentParams elements refer to
the relation between these concepts. They contain
information about the alignment value calculated by
the semantic algorithm. In addition, there is other
information that indicates whether this value is optimal
or not (optimalAlignment attribute) or if this alignment
is a ‘‘special case’’ (isSpecialCase attribute). A more
detailed explanation of these attributes and the different
alignment situations that arise are explained in the pre-
vious work [66]. In [66] some types of incompatibility
are analyzed:

– incompatibility of the tasks and services names,
– incompatibility of a pair of parameters (taking into

account features such as their names, data types and
order in the parameter list),

– incompatibility of the task and service whole
signature. To ensure that the entire task and service
signatures can be aligned, the list of parameters
is reviewed. For this reason, the AlignmentParams
element is defined in the BP-WS metamodel.
A ‘‘special case’’ of alignment arises when a
task is not completely aligned with any of the
available services, but it could be implemented
by means of several sequentially invoked services.

In these cases, the isSpecialCase and orderInvo-
cation attributes are used to define the services
involved.

• The metamodel also contains information on the algo-
rithm used the semantic alignment, such as name and
the possible values for comparison (AlgorithmInfo and
ConfigurationParameter elements).

Given this, the model based on the metamodel BP-WS
stores the following information: (i) information about the
alignment values obtained between business process tasks
and identified services, so that one can derive (using OCL
queries) both (a) information about the aligned business
process tasks, and (b) information about the business process
tasks that are not aligned; and (ii) information on the semantic
algorithm used. As an example, the following OCL query
allows obtaining the list of unaligned tasks:

(a) Task.allInstances()->select(t | t.
taskAlign->forAll(optimalAlignment =
false))
or
//from BPWS context
self.tasks->select(t |

t.taskAlign->forAll(optimalAlignment =
false))

The following query allows the migration architect to
identify the tasks aligned with the underlying services layer:

(b) Task.allInstances()->select(t | t.
taskAlign->exists(optimalAlignment =
true))
or
//from BPWS context

self.tasks->select(t | t.taskAlign->
exists(optimalAlignment = true))

To list the services name or the wsdl involved in all optimal
alignments, the following OCL queries could be defined:

(c) Task.allInstances().taskAlign->
select(optimalAlignment = true).
taskServiceAlign.name
Task.allInstances().taskAlign->

select(optimalAlignment = true).
wsdl

or
//from BPWS context
self.tasks.taskAlign->select(

optimalAlignment = true).
taskServiceAlign.name

self.tasks.taskAlign->select(
optimalAlignment = true).wsdl

In addition, OCL invariants guarantee the model valida-
tion. As an example, the following OCL constraints validate
the special alignment case (that is when anAlignment element
is identified as isSpecialCase=true). The following two OCL
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invariants (d and e) are complementary and are applied in the
context of Alignment and Task respectively.

(d) class Alignment{
...
invariant checkSpecialCaseA:

isSpecialCase = true and
optimalAlignment = true
implies orderInvocation >=
1;

...
}

(e) class Task {
...
invariant checkSpecialCaseT:

self.taskAlign->select(a | a.
isSpecialCase = true and a.
optimalAlignment = true)->
size()>1 implies (taskAlign->
select (a | a.isSpecialCase =
true and a.optimalAlignment
= true).orderInvocation->
asSet()->size() = taskAlign->
select (a | a.isSpecialCase =
true and a.optimalAlignment
= true ).orderInvocation->
size());

...
}

As instances of the alignment values between tasks and
services modeled in BP-WS, Figure 5 shows the Obtain
Conference task, in which the highest value is the alignment
corresponding to the getSymposium service.

Note that the BP-WS model obtained allows the man-
agement of the migration process information from a
high abstraction level. In other words, this model enables
the utilization of model-driven techniques. For instance,
model-to-text transformations may be used to obtain the
orchestration code for the underlying service layer but
according to the business processes and the alignment
indications set out by the process presented here. Therefore,
step (d) in Figure 1 (Service Orchestration code generation)
may be performed by reusing all the knowledge acquired
throughout the modernization process since it is stored in the
different previous models: Simple-SoaML, BPMN and BP-
WS models.

V. ANALYSIS OF THE RESULTS OBTAINED USING THE BP
ALIGNMENT PROCESS APPLIED ON A CASE STUDY
This section presents a validation of the results obtained by
the application of the BP Alignment process (phase (c) in
Figure 1) to the whole CRS used as case study. Specifically,
the validation is performed by following two different steps.
Firstly, a data analysis is performed in which the DH-SM
matrix is studied to identify the business process tasks that
have been aligned with the underlying services. Secondly,

FIGURE 5. The Obtain Conference task modeled in the BP-WS model.

the results obtained are compared with those obtained by
an alignment carried out by software engineering experts
in terms of validating the results obtained by the approach.
Finally, the results obtained are compared with the results
obtained in [14] where other semantic algorithm was applied
to the same case study.

As an example of the analysis performed, the data obtained
by the semantic service discovery algorithm for a specific
business process task are discussed. Note that the discussion
on all the results obtained by the algorithm are not presented
here for the sake of brevity. In particular, we firstly focus on
the data obtained for the Obtain Conference task (Figure 6).
In this case, different weights were applied to actions and
objects (40% and 60%, respectively) whereas the weights
used for the functions in the algorithm were: RMN = 0.8,
RCS = 1, and RMNIS = 0.8 (the maximum normalized
value is then 0.86, and the optimal values are those that
exceed 80% of that value, i.e., 0.69). The reason for using
these weights for the functions is that, although being
two synonymous terms (the RMN function) or belonging
to the same set of synonyms (the RMNIS function) are
important for the results obtained, we consider that having
a common set of synonyms (RCS function) is of utmost
importance for the algorithm. This is why the RCS weight is
higher than the others. In this case, the alignment between
the Obtain Conference and Create Conference tasks with
the identified services provides positive results. Concretely,
Figure 6 shows that for the Obtain Conference business
process task there is not any service with exactly the same
name, but there are some services that could be aligned
with it such as getSymposium (0.81), createSymposium and
removeSymposium (0.29), and others such as getReviewer and
getSubject (0.19). A value of 0 is obtained for the rest of
the services. Therefore, the best result obtained is for the
getSymposium service, with an alignment value above the
threshold (0.69).

Similarly, Figure 7 shows that for the Create Conference
business process task there is not any service with the same
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FIGURE 6. Results of executing the extended Dieng-Hug algorithm on the Obtain Conference business process task with a greater weight
for objects (40%-60%) and the function weights as RMN = 0.8, RCS = 1 and RMNIS = 0.8.

name, but there is a service that could be aligned with this
task, namely createSymposium (0.83). For other services
related to the Conference object (such as getSymposium or
removeSymposium), the values obtained are 0.29 whereas for
services related to the Create action (such as createReviewer
or createSubject) values of 0.21 were obtained.

Once the results of the algorithm had been obtained
for all the tasks defined in the business process diagrams,
we observed that there were ‘‘false positives’’ consisting
of tasks aligned with services even when their method
name does not have the same meaning. An example of this
case is the alignment between task Cancel Conference and
service removeSymposium (see Figure 9 column (4)). They
are aligned because their actions are synonymous in the
dictionary although their meaning is not the same (in this
example, cancel action occurs when you want to register
a conference that already exists, that is, it could be said it
is a logical deletion of the object, when remove refers to a
physical deletion of the object).

Likewise, ‘‘false negatives’’ were also found after applying
the algorithm identified as tasks that were not aligned with
any service since all the alignment values obtained were
lower than the threshold, even though they apparently should
have been aligned with some services. Figure 8 shows an
example of a ‘‘false negative’’ with the results for Exclude
Track task. In this case, only services related to the Track
object (such as getTrack or createTrack) have a non-zero
value (0.52). However, the Exclude term does not match
with any synonym due to our dictionary does not include
synonyms related to exclude term in terms like remove or
destroy, although other terms like delete or erase are included.
Thus, these examples: i) show us possible new terms to be
added to our semantic dictionary, and ii) indicate that the
dictionary is a key element in applying the semantic algorithm
and in aligning the business process tasks with the underlying
services, and obviously should be validated by the experts in
the specific domain.

To sum up, each row in the similarity matrix (DH-SM )
provides the results obtained for each business process
(susceptible to further analysis) identifying the services that
can be aligned with the corresponding business process
task. Additionally, in order to facilitate the evaluation
of these results, a metric denominated Business Process
Alignment (BPA) has been defined that provides a general
measure of the proportion of aligned tasks:

BPA = Number of tasks with similarity values above 80%
of the maximum similarity value8 / Total number of tasks9

For the CRS example,

BPA = 26/34 = 0.7647 (i.e., 76.47%)

this means that for 76.47% of the tasks defined in the
CRS BPMN diagrams, the process discovered a service that
implements the task’s functionality and that can be found in
the service layer generated in phase (b) of the MigraSOA
project.

In addition, we have used measures such as Precision
and Recall [79] that will help us to measure the alignment
process. Precision or Confidence (as it is called in Data
Mining) denotes the proportion of Predicted Positive cases
that are correctly Real Positives [79], that is the number of
True Positives divided by the sum of True Positives and False
Positives. False Positives are highlighted in green color in
Figure 9. Thus, for our CRS example will be:

Precision = 24/24+ 2 = 0.92 (i.e., 92%)

Recall or Sensitivity (as it is called in Psychology) is the
proportion of Real Positive cases that are correctly Predicted
Positive [79], that is the true positive rate (the number of

8It should be remembered that we considered optimal values those higher
than 80% of the maximum value [76].

9The tasks taken into account are business processes tasks that could
delegate their functionality to any service or script. Usually these business
process tasks are subtypes of the BPMN task, e.g. Service Task or Script
Task.
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FIGURE 7. Results of executing the extended Dieng-Hug algorithm on the Create Conference business process task with a greater weight
for objects (40%-60%) and the function weights as RMN = 0.8, RCS = 1 and RMNIS = 0.8.

FIGURE 8. Results of executing the extended Dieng-Hug algorithm on the Exclude Track business process task with a greater weight for
objects (40%-60%) and the function weights as RMN = 0.8, RCS = 1 and RMNIS = 0.8.

True Positives divided by the sum of True Positives and False
Negatives). False Negatives are highlighted in yellow color in
Figure 9. In case of Recall its value will be:

Recall = 24/24+ 1 = 0.96 (i.e., 96%)

In our context, a Precision score of 1.0 means that every
case named as Real Positive does indeed is whereas a Recall
of 1.0 means that every case of Real Positive was named as
such.

Then, in order to deeply evaluate the results obtained by the
algorithm, the following subsection presents a comparison
between these results and those obtained by the software
engineering experts.

A. EXPERTS RESULTS VS SEMANTIC SERVICE DISCOVERY
ALGORITHM RESULTS
In this subsection, we shall present the comparison of the
results of the semantic service discovery algorithm that we
have described with those obtained by a group of experts.

Concretely, this group of experts was composed of about
eighteen people who belong to our research group or are
analysts of a technological park in the environment of the
University. Obviously, all of them (mainly researches) have
knowledge about the case study domain, that is, related to a
conference review process.

To carry out the validation process by the group of experts,
the following procedure has been followed:

• The procedure was explained to every expert.
• The dossier with instructions and data about tasks and
services was given to every expert. Specifically, the
dossier comprised the BPMN models of the case study
and a list of the available underlying services.

• Every expert completed the task. It should be noted that
they complained about the excessive workload involved
in the second execution where the methods signatures
were randomized.

• After gathering the alignment report from every expert,
a comparative process was applied that met the next
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FIGURE 9. Alignment between business process tasks and services: (1) software engineering experts’ alignment; (2) [14] service discovery algorithm
with an 80% threshold; (3) [14] service discovery algorithm with a 50% threshold (additional recommended business process tasks); (4) our approach’s
alignment with an 80% threshold; (5) our approach’s alignment with a 50% threshold (additional recommended business process tasks).

restriction: an alignment between a BP task and a service
would only be right when, at least, 80% of experts had
previously identified such alignment in their reports.

The software engineering experts carried out a semantic
service discovery algorithm using as running example the
CRS described above. The target of the experts was to identify
the business process tasks which, in their opinion and based
on their knowledge, could be aligned with the available
services (taking input/output parameters into account). They
took as input the explained dossier with the systems’
BPMN models and the Simple-SoaML model. Specifically,
25 services defined by WSDL in the service layer and 34
business processes tasks (identified from the 25 BPMNs)
were used in the validation.10

Additionally, a comparison between: i) the alignment of
the experts; ii) the semantic service discovery presented in
this paper and, iii) the semantic service discovery presented
in [14] is carried out.

Figure 10 shows the results of this comparison. The propor-
tion of business process tasks aligned by the experts with the
services available was 73.52% (25/34). The unaligned tasks

10https://sites.google.com/site/migrasoa/crs-case-study/crs-validation

mainly correspond to new tasks in the BPMNdiagramswhich
could only be aligned with new service implementations
or external services, for example, social network services
(an example is the Publish Facebook task). The alignment
proportion using our semantic service discovery algorithm
was (76.47%) when considering only tasks aligned with
services with values > 80% of the maximum similarity value
(which is 0.86 in this case, so we consider values > 0.69)
(defined in section IV-D).

The alignment proportion obtained by our algorithm is
greater than the obtained by the experts. The reason can be
seen in Figure 9 (columns (1) and (4)). As one observes in
this figure, all the business process tasks alignedwith services
were also aligned by the software engineering experts with
the same services. However, one finds different examples of
alignment in this figure depending on the values obtained:
(i) alignments with values > 80% of the maximum similarity
value (e.g., the Cancel Conference and Cancel Paper tasks
are aligned with the services remove Symposium and remove
Paper respectively. As previously explained, there are two
‘‘false positives’’ examples); (ii) alignments with values >

50% and ≤ 80% of the maximum similarity value (e.g., the
Exclude Track task. As previously explained, it is a ‘‘false
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FIGURE 10. Comparison of business process tasks alignments (BPA, Recall, Precision): (1) business process tasks aligned by software engineering
experts; (2) business process tasks aligned by [14] approach with an 80% threshold in the semantic algorithm; (3) business process tasks aligned by
our approach with a 50% threshold in the semantic algorithm [14] (additional recommended business process tasks). (4) business process tasks
aligned by our approach with an 80% threshold in the semantic algorithm; and (5) business process tasks aligned by our approach with a 50%
threshold in the semantic algorithm (additional recommended business process tasks).

negative’’ example for our algorithm but not for the experts);
and (iii) alignments with value 0 (highlighted in red, e.g., the
Publish Facebook task), which are tasks that were not aligned
with any service because they normally discover some new
functionality for the firm. There are other tasks (such as
the second Obtain Reviewer task in Figure 9) that are not
aligned with any service because their parameters do not
match.

Taking into account these data, as expected, the values
obtained for Precision and Recall by experts are 1. Specif-
ically, the Precision value is calculated as:

Precision = 25/25 + 0 = 1 (i.e., 100%)

and the value for Recall is calculated:

Recall = 25/25 + 0 = 1 (i.e., 100%)

Finally, in Figure 10, one observes that, in adding the
business process tasks aligned with services using our
approach but considering similarity values between 50% and
80%, the alignment proportion is 79.41%, greater than that
of the software engineering experts given that the alignment
removeTrack is now taken into account as a true positives
(as shown in column (5) of the figure).

In addition, considering similarity values between 50%
and 80% the obtained value for Recall is 1. Again (Figure 9
column (5)), the business process tasks aligned with services
are linked with the same services chosen by the experts
(but including the two ‘‘false positives’’ Cancel Conference
and Cancel Paper, that is why the precision obtained by
the experts is 1 and by our algorithm is 92.59). One
would thus present to users the business process tasks
aligned with similarity values between 50% and 80%

as additional recommended alignment results (obtaining
a BPA of 79.41% in the present case), while business
process tasks aligned with similarity values above 0.69
(threshold defined in section IV-D) would be presented to
users as highly recommended alignments between tasks and
services.

In order to check how suitable the semantic dictionary
is, the same case study alignment has been executed using
as dictionary the WordNet API [47]. The main relation
between words in WordNet is synonymy. These synonyms
are grouped into unordered sets (synsets). Besides this main
relation, WordNet also includes relations such as hyponymy,
meronymy and hyperonymy as we do. Therefore, our
dictionary andWordNet are using the same relations between
the terms. Table 6 summarizes the results obtained by the
semantic algorithm using the ad-hoc semantic dictionary and
WordNet dictionary. The results obtained using WordNet are
significantly worse than using a semantic dictionary defined
ad-hoc for the domain (probably because the terms included
in the synsets are related to broader domains than those
used in our ad-hoc dictionary). In the results obtained using
WordNet there are not many cases of ‘‘false positives’’ but
there are enough cases of ‘‘false negatives’’. This makes the
precision have a high value (93.75%) but nevertheless, the
recall has a very low value (62.50%). That means the generic
semantic dictionaries are important for semantic algorithm
because can be used initially, however using an ad-doc
dictionary improves the alignment process results. Therefore,
in spite of defining a semantic dictionary has a cost, it is
important to obtain better results.

In summary, the semantic service discovery algorithm used
in the BP alignment process that has been presented allows
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TABLE 6. Comparative results using (1) semantic algorithms presented with ad-hoc semantic dictionary and (2) semantic algorithm with WordNet
dictionary (weights: RMN = 0.8, RCS = 1, RMNIS = 0.8).

suitable semantic relations between business process tasks
and services to be identified. In this sense, the semantic
dictionary is the key to obtaining excellent results, close or
even equal to those provided by experts.

VI. CODE GENERATION AND Service ORCHESTRATION
USING EXECUTABLE BPMN MODELS
Executable business process definition, where business
processes are aligned with the technological infrastruc-
ture, is currently a challenge for the business processes
research community [5]. To align business processes with
the underlying technology, specific knowledge about the
services including services path, services description and
communication protocols are required. In this sense, Migra-
SOA defines model transformations to weave the business
processes defined by BPMN models, extending them with
information on how to invoke each specific web service
(services aligned at MigraSOA phase (c)). This BPMN
models extension has been previously performed using the
same case study presented in the current work and can be
consulted in [15]. Note that, invoking SOAP web services
from the BPMN model extension is carried out using
synchronous communication by means of their well-defined
interfaces (WSDL descriptions).

In addition, the Extended BPMN model and Java artefacts
are obtained from the BP-WS model (MigraSOA phase (d)).
The Extended BPMN metamodel is based on a concrete
specification of each BPMS. Consequently, MigraSOA
phase (d) should be based on the specific platform because
our final goal is to obtain executable business processes.
As a consequence, the BPMN extensions implemented by
the BPMS are needed in this phase. In this regard, Apache
Activiti [70] is used as a target BPMS. Thus, the automatic
model transformations carried out allow: i) adding into the
.BPMN files the required code to invoke the services aligned
in MigraSOA phase (c) and ii) generating the Java classes
which wrap each service invocation from the specific BPMS.
Therefore, each business process task should be located at
the BPMN models (.BPMN file) and then the information
about the specific service to be invoked should be attached.
It includes the URL where the WSDL web service descriptor
is located, the operation name that will be invoked and a
mapping of input and output parameters.

Besides, an org.activiti.engine.delegate. JavaDelegate
interface should be implemented that will be used by Activiti
engine to delegate the execution of business processes
task into a specific Java class. In this case, this interface
implementation has been developed using Apache CXF [80],

an JAX-WS 11 implementation, which facilitates building
method calls on web services. Note that implementation of
org.activiti.engine.delegate.JavaDelegate interface includes
an executemethod with a DelegateExecution execution input
parameter. This parameter includes the WSDL descriptor
URL, the operation name, and a list of input and output
parameters. As a consequence, this implementation allows:
i) to obtain an WS dynamic instance using JaxWsDynam-
icClientFactory class [80]; ii) to build an WS client from
the WSDL descriptor to be invoked; iii) to invoke the WS
using as arguments the operation name and the list of input
parameters; and iv) finally, the results returned are stored in
a result output list.

With the aim to link each BP aligned task with the gener-
ated class that implements the service invocation, the follow-
ing arguments are labeled at the task: i) TaskType where the
technology used to implement the task is defined: Java class;
ii) Class Name defines the class generated previously that
implements the org.activiti.engine.delegate.JavaDelegate
interface; iii) configurable parameters, including the follow-
ing: wsdl, operation, alignedParamsIn, alignedParamsOut
and notAlignedParamsOut. The parameters alignedParamIn,
alignedParamOut and notAlignedParamOut are obtained
from the MigraSOA phase (c), where the BP Tasks have been
aligned with the services which implement them. All this
information allows to extends the BPMN models defined at
.BPMN files which are coded in XML. In Code- listing 1 an
XML excerpt with this information could be observed.

Finally, as a result of this MigraSOA phase (d), the
BP defined by the company have been aligned with the
WS. Specifically, the BPMN models have been extended to
include, for each Task previously aligned, theWS invocation.
So, the BPMN models could be executable by the BPMNS,
in our case Apache Activiti. Note that, in the BPMN
models could be found not aligned tasks, which should
be manually reviewed because they require an ad-hoc web
service implementation.

VII. IMPLICATIONS
Next we are going to describe several implications related to
the presented approach: semantic algorithm issues, how to
manage business process collections, algorithm optimization
to reduce the processing time, why the results obtained
are similar to those of the experts, and how the approach
applicability can be extended beyond a migration process.

Firstly, the semantic service discovery algorithm core,
and its results improved significantly if the input semantic

11https://jcp.org/en/jsr/detail?id=224
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Algorithm 1 XML Code in .Bpmn File Related to the BP
Tasks Aligned With a Service

<serviceTask id="serviceTask1" name="
ServiceTaskName"
activiti:class="classes.WSDelegate">
<extensionElements>

<activiti:field name="wsdl">
<activiti:expression>
URL where the WSDL is

available
</activiti:expression>

</activiti:field>
<activiti:field name="operation"

>
<activiti:expression>

operationName
</activiti:expression>

</activiti:field>
<activiti:field name="

alignedParamsIn">
<activiti:expression>

${paramIn1}
</activiti:expression>

</activiti:field>
<activiti:field name="

alignedParamsOut">
<activiti:expression>

${paramOut1}
</activiti:expression>

</activiti:field>
<activiti:field name="

notAlignedParamsOut">
<activiti:expression>

${notAlignedParamOut1}
</activiti:expression>

</activiti:field>
</extensionElements>

</serviceTask>

dictionary is close to the business processes domain. In this
sense, the semantic relationship between words should be
described with accuracy. To this purpose, the semantic
dictionary should be defined by domain experts.

Secondly, the BP alignment process allows automatically
aligning business process tasks collections with large service
layer. As a consequence, the manual tasks carried out by
a software architect are delegated to the last step in the
process, where aligning should be supervised. This means
that traditional, tedious and error prone alignment tasks are
avoided. Moreover, the semantic service discovery algorithm
could be executed as many times as necessary, specially
when the business process collection shall be updated. As a
consequence, many software quality attributes, such as adapt-
ability and extensibility would improve. Adaptability would

improve because the whole system could be adapted from the
business process models collection, while extensibility would
improve taking into account that an extension of the business
processes or an extension of the service layer only requires a
new service discovery execution to update the whole system.

Thirdly, the semantic algorithm runs in seconds or a few
minutes, according to the business process models collections
size. The semantic algorithm has been executed in a laptop
with an Intel i7 processor, 16 GB RAM and Ubuntu 18.04
as the Operating System. As a consequence, in our opinion
the time required to carry out the semantic service discovery
algorithm execution is not relevant when compared with
the time required to carry out the same service discovery
process manually.

Fourthly, the alignment between business processes and
the underlying information technology is a well-known
challenge [5]. In this sense, the results obtained using the
automatic service discovery proposed are similar to those
obtainedmanually by the experts. As a consequence, software
engineering approaches based on semantic algorithms like
this could decrease the time, effort and cost to carry out this
kind of semantic service discovery algorithm.

Finally, the semantic service discovery algorithm presented
could be applied beyond the software migration context.
It could be broadly applied to align collections of business
processes models with an available underlying service layer.
This is an important point because the underlying service
layer could be built from the legacy systems, developed
ad-hoc or based on third-party services (e.g. Software as a
Service – SaaS). In this regard, these third-party services
or own web services could be incorporated ad-hoc into the
MigraSOA process. Concretely, they should be added into
the Simple-SoaML model, which is the MigraSOA phase
(c) input.

VIII. LIMITATIONS
Next, we describe several limitations and challenges of this
work, including requirements about the business processes
notation, different web services protocols and labeling
business process tasks.

Business processes should be defined at an operational
level, that is, they should be defined at a very detailed level.
However, this is not usual in small or medium firms, which
require a specific effort to carry out this task. On the contrary,
big firms have usually defined their business processes in
detail, which facilitates their management. Perhaps, this is the
main limitation of the presented approach because this is the
initial point to carry out the alignment process.

Furthermore, the information related with web services
(defined using WSDL) should be stored in Simple-SoaML
model. Currently, this process is carried out during the
MigraSOA phase (b), using as a service target those that have
been generated from the LWA. However, users could include
in Simple-SoaML models information from external services
which could be used during the alignment process. Thus, the
results obtained could be improved if current business process
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tasks not aligned in a previous execution could be aligned
with external services. Besides, considering that the process
could be used in other contexts beyond a migration process,
a text transformation fromWSDL to Simple-SoaMLmodel is
needed in order to automatically populate the Simple-SoaML
models. Currently, this is a limitation if we want to use
this semantic service discovery algorithm in other contexts.
Nevertheless, this process could be manually carried out
improving the alignment results because these new services
would be available to be aligned.

Semantic algorithm works successfully when the business
processes labels are defined following the writing rules
identified in section IV-A. Currently, we are working in
an additional version of the semantic algorithm which
recognizes word senses as [49] does.

Finally, with the aim to execute our proposal, the BPMN
models should be defined using the Activiti BPMN editor
which facilitates that BPMN models be executed on the
Activiti BPM Platform. That is, we are linked to a concrete
BPM Platform mainly because there is not interoperability
among BPMN tools.

IX. CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORK
The alignment process between business processes and the
underlying services is an open research line to both the
definition a new SOA and the migration of a legacy system
into SOA [5]. In this sense, the MigraSOA approach has been
defined to tackle the complexity of migrating projects from
LWAs into SOA. It is based on an intensive use of model-
driven techniques including metamodeling, and text-to-
model, model-to-model, and model-to-text transformations.
It allows an interoperable service layer to be obtained that is
based on Web Services from the LWAs and which could be
reused to implement the firm’s business processes. To that
end, a semantic service discovery algorithm has been defined
to facilitate the alignment with the generated service layer of
business processes defined in BPMN at different abstraction
levels. This service discovery algorithm uses a semantic
algorithm based on the Dieng-Hug algorithm. The aim is to
identify the services that could potentially be used by the
business processes defined by the firm. The results provided
evidence the benefits obtained by the approach according to
the high percentage of alignment obtained between tasks and
services. Additionally, the tasks that were not aligned help us
to identify new functionality for the firm (for example, tasks
related to social networks).

Moreover, the alignment results given by the adaptation
of the Dieng-Hug semantic algorithm were similar to those
provided by domain experts. In this sense, the present
automatic alignment process reduces migration costs and
the propensity to error. It offers, on the one hand,
an appropriate solution for developers and, on the other hand,
a software engineering approach based on standards such as
BPMN, Metamodeling, Web Services, and Business Process
Management Systems (BPMS).

Our future work plans include the use of WordNet [47] or
BabelNet [50] during the alignment process as a complement
to the main semantic dictionary and carrying out a compara-
tive with other semantic algorithms related to our approach.
In this sense, these target semantic algorithms should be
adapted to take into account how the business processes and
the underlying services are usually defined.

Besides, in order to decrease the cost of building the
semantic dictionary we will offer users an initial version
of the semantic dictionary based on WordNet or BabelNet.
Additional alignment rules will be defined to achieve new
cases of alignment, for instance, when an alignment relies on
other previous alignment. Furthermore, we are evaluating the
use of BPEL [81] as an orchestration code which facilitates
the adoption of this approach fromBPMNmodels not defined
using a concrete tool like Apache Activiti. In this sense,
phase (d) should be redesigned to implement a model to
text transformation, from BPMN models, BP-WS model and
Simple-SoaML model to BPEL code. Then, we might use
the Apache Orchestration Director Engine (Apache ODE)
as a target platform to execute the code generated for these
business processes. Note that, for instance, the Intalio BPMS
uses BPEL as the engine for execution of business process
models.
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